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To all whom’ it may concern: 
Be it known that I, FRANK W. GARLsoN, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of 
Illinois, have invented new and useful Im 
provements in Closet Bends or Connections, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. 

Heretofore pipe bends or connections have 
been made open at both ends and after being 
attached to the drainage system of a build 
ing they are plugged at the end which is 
connected to the closet bowl so that the sys 
tem can be tested before the building is las 
tered and to prevent rubbish from falling 
into the connection. It happens sometimes 
that one or more of these plugs will be blown 
out or removed and this will let the water 
drain off and spoil the test. \Vhile the work 
is going on in the building it also happens 
with more or less frequency that the plugs 
are knocked out or deliberately removed and 
rubbish falls or is thrown into the bend or 
connection which eventually causes a great_ 
deal of trouble in the drainage system. 
One of the objects of this invention is to 

provide a stock closet bend or connection of 
simple and inexpensive construction which 
can be easily and quickly made to fit in place 
beneath any floor. 

Another object of the invention is to pro 
vide means to facilitate setting or ?tting the 
closet bowl in place and securely looking it 
to the closet bend or connection. , 

In the accompanying drawings’ illustrat 
ing the preferred embodiment of my inven 
tion Figure 1 is a top plan view of the closet 
bend or connection. Fig. 2 is a side eleva 
tion thereof. Fig. 3 is a detail enlarged 
sectional view on the line 3-—3 of Fig. 1 
showing the cap. Fig. 11 is a vertical central 
sectional view. ‘ Fig. 5 is a detail, enlarged 
sectional view showing the means for look 
ing the closet bowl and'bend or connection 
together. Figs. 6 and 7 are sectional views 
on the lines 6-76 and 7——'7 of Fig. 5. Fig. 
8 is a detail view. 
Referring to the drawings, the bend or 

connection 1s cast in one piece and comprises 
a horizontal member 9 which is connected to 
the drainage system and an upright member 
10 which is connected to the closet bowl 11 
(Fig. 4). The upright member has an in 
tegral cap 12 which is connected with the 
upright’ member by a contracted neck 13 and 
projects beyond said neck to provide, in ef 
feet, a peripheral ?ange 14 (Fig. 3). A 
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REISSUED 
screw plug 15 is arranged in the cap for a 
purpose hereafter described. The horizon 
tal'member has a plurality of grooves‘ 16 
spaced apart at suitable intervals beginning 
at its end which will facilitate cutting down 
the bend or connection to ?t the system. 
The horizontal member can be cut at any 
one of the grooves very easily by using a 
chisel and hammer. The upright member 
has a plurality of peripheral lianges 1T 
spaced apart at suitable intervals. The up 
right member is contracted just above each 
?ange 17' to‘form a neck 18 (Fig. 5) to ‘la 
cilitate cutting down the upright member to 
the proper height for connection with the 
closet bowl. To form the necks I prefer to 
provide the upright member with a periph 
eral groove 1'9 on its exterior and just above 
each flange and to recess or round off the in 
terior of the upright member at 20 opposite 
each groove. By inserting a chisel in any 
of these grooves 19 and applying a hammer ‘ 
the upright member can be cut evenly on the 
line of the groove to reduce the upright 
member to the proper height for any par 
ticular installation. The gasket 21 ‘is ar 
ranged between the upright member and the 
closet bowl and the rounded surface at 20 on 
the interior of the upright member provides 
a proper seat for the gasket. 
The closet bowl is connected and locked to 

the bend or connection by a bolt 22 which 
passes through a slot 23 in the ?ange 21 on 
the bowl. The bolt has an enlarged or oll'set 
head 25 (Fig. 8) which is adapted to lit be-. 
tween two of the ‘?anges on the upright: 
member 10 (Fig. 5) and it is secured in 
these ?anges by a pin 26 which seats in 
alined openings 27 in the ?anges and an 
opening 28 in the bolt head_25. Two bolts 
are usually employed and in assembling the 
parts, after the upright member has been cut 
down to 
the. closet bowl ?tted or set in place, the 
bolts are first fastened to the bend or con 
nection, as shown, and then the bowl is set. 
After these parts have been properly posi-‘ 
tioned the nut 29 on ‘each of the bolts is 
tightened to lock the parts together. - 

While‘ it is preferable to arrange the bolt 
head-between the top and the next adjacent 
?ange, as shown in Fig. 5, this is-not essen 
tial because it 
bolt head could be put between themsecond 
and third or any of the other ?anges if it is 
long enough to project up through the ?ange 

?t the floor and made ready to have ‘ 

will be readily seen that-the ‘ . 
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of the closet bowl to receive the ‘nut. washer 30 is arranged between‘ the, ?ange 
:24. of the closet bowl ‘and the nut. 

or connection‘and this i's‘important because 
it frequently happensthat the slot in the 
?ange‘ of the closet bowl is irregularly 
formed 'or inaccurately ‘positioned This 
freedom of adjustment of the bowl greatly 
facilitates the‘ connection of the closet bowl‘ 
and the bend or connection. Beneath the 
lowest ?ange I provide two lugs 31 on the 
upright member of the bend or‘ connection 
to be used when said member is’ cut down 
to the bottom ?ange and these lugs are 
bored to receivethe pins 26 as before de 
scribed. . . ' 

I contemplate making the bend or con 
nection as a’ stock article because it is adapt 
ed to be readily cut to fit di?erent installa 
tions according to the particular conditions 
of each. After the bend or connection has 
been connected with the drainage system in 
a building and the stack completed the whole 
system can be ?lled with water for the water 
test. The inspector can ascertain at any 
time whether the bend or connection is 
'?lled with water by removing the plug 15. 
My invention avoids the necessity for em 

ploying plugs to close the end of the‘up 
right member which heretofore'has been left 
open and also avoids the liability of these 
plugs being blown out‘ or becoming disar 
ranged while the test is being conducted. 
It-lias been customary to leave the stack 
?lled with water over night in'performing 
the test and it happens .with more or‘ less. 
frequency that the plugs are forced out or 
are deliberately or accidentally knocked out 
during this period. This necessitates a. re 
test which involves considerable delay and 
annoyance. After thetest is completed and 
while the building is being ?nished, plas 
tered and the ?oors laid, the cap 12 is per 
mitted to remain on the bend or connection. 
This continuesthe seal and prevents the 
bend or connection from being ?lled and 
clogged with rubbish which frequently cre 
ates a great deal of' trouble. ~After the 

, ?oor of the building has, been laid and it is 
time to set the closet bowl in place the cap‘ 
12 is removed ‘by the use of a chisel and 
hammer and the upright member is cut down 
to a proper height in the same manner. 
Then the closet bowl is secured in place. 
,My invention provides a bend or connec 

tion of simple and inexpensive construction 
which greatly reduces the cost and ‘facili 
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This con? 
struction permits the bowl to swing in _a_ 
considerable are ‘without engaging ~the ' 
?anges on~the upright. member of the bend 

tates the installation of- the plumbing sys 
tem in'a building.‘ It provides a perma- _ 
nent' seal for the bend or connection until 
it ‘is time to set the closet bowl and thus en 
ables the test to be conducted to 'better'ad‘e 
vantage and avoids the liability of the drain 
age system being clogged with rubbish en 
tering through the bend or connection. .. 
The intergal cap 011 my improved bend or ‘ 

connection prevents the escape of sewer gas 
after the bend or connection is installed in _ 
the drainage system and while the building, 
is in course of erection and completion. 

What I'claim and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent is: > 

1. A closet bend or connection having one end and on the exterior thereof. a_ plu 

rality of peripheral grooves, the interior of 
. said bend or connectionv being recessed and 
rounded opposite each of said grooves to 
facilitate cutting the bend or ‘ connection 
along the line of ,a groove and to- form a 
"gasket seat. 

2. A closet bend or connection having at 
one end a plurality of peripheral ?anges 
spaced apart and a bolt havinga head adapt 
ed, to be engaged between any pair of the > 
?anges. 
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3. A closet bend or connection having at " 
\one end a plurality of peripheral ?anges 
spaced apart, a contracted neck adjacent to 
each ?ange, and a bolt having a head adapt? - > ' 

90 

ed to be engaged between any pair of the . 
?anges. , 

4. A closet bend or‘ connection having at 
one end a plurality of peripheral ?anges 
provided with alined openings, a bolt hav 
ing an offset head adapted to be engaged 
between any pair of ?anges and provided 
with an opening to aline with the openings 
in said ?anges, and a pin to fit in said open 
ings and pivotally connect the bolt with the 
bend or connection. ' 
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5. The combination of a closet bowl hav-. ' 
ing a ?ange and a slot in said ?ange, of a 
bend or connection having at one end a plu 
rality of peripheral ?anges provided with 
alined openings, a bolt having an o?'set 
head to ?t between any pair of ?anges and 
to project up through the slot in the closet 
bowl ?ange, a pin engaging the ?anges and 
the head of the bolt to pivotally connect the 
bolt to the bend or connection, and means 
for securing the bolt to the ?ange on the 
closet bowl. ' 

FRANK w. CARLSON. 
Witnesses: - 

WM. :0. BELT, 
M. A. Kmmn. 
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